
Re-group – lyrics   (parentheses is extra notes) 

 

Hook: 

 

Let's Re-group, reset refresh one love people 

Regroup, everyday is a clean slate healing teaching everybody equal (2 times) 

 

Verse: 

 

In time, spiritual inertia 

G.O.D. regime across the Earth to break the curse of 

Thousands of years Men Perdition chose to worsen 

Glitch Leader's end is on the way with no rehearsin' 

 

Once again "issues out of nothing" to contend  

We carry on beyond division evidence a friend (will always) 

Be in spirit us together kind love we send 

To the Future not the glitch it has a choice before the end 

 

Hey Ham, peace we wrote our way through too 

We enjoy the new form of musical theater something new 

Quite a lot of work glad the people truly found it cool 

Here's a good word, cuz, haters won't share it such fools 

 

Like we said glitch never shares a good word 

Yet we believe in love one energy not disturb 

Because people need help, a kind soul or to be heard 

And Chump-Gestapo ID tragically occurred 

 



Hook: 

 

Let's Re-group, reset refresh one love people 

Regroup, everyday is a clean slate healing teaching everybody equal (2 times) 

 

Verse: 

 

Stop trippin' on Deluchy  

Whole atmosphere threatenin' 

Yo, Peace to D.O.C. we strong together keep blessin (next) 

Trendline automation trades next session 

Every effort honest G.O.D will help us no question 

(Extra note: I love Paco De Lucia, so "Deluchy" was one of many fun names...love U Friends...thanks for 

caring, also, a musical instrument was called an "Axe", so another one was "Axe face, keep your mind on 

your money"       , because musicians tend to value things of the Spirit or "the journey in life", so money 

is not so easy to accumulate...all love) 

 

Time to let the Union forces end Confederate hate (that was) 

Festering for years let it meet its final fate 

How--it tiptoed around too many years way late  

Serve it up good people life is really what we make 

 

Belonging to community happens slowly over time 

Nothing to be forced just chill find a rhyme 

Doesn't happen overnight Unity how we climb (yet) 

Friendship isn't length of acquaintance just be kind 

 

You are the church. One 

We are the church. One 

Yes it's Everlasting peace. 



Lift the piece Eclipse the beast. 

1 

 

Hook: 

 

Let's Re-group, reset refresh one love people 

Regroup, everyday is a clean slate healing teaching everybody equal (2 times) 

 

Outro: 

 

 

Peace to our "latest charge" (thanks Good Brethren, really appreciate U). One Love community Family. 

And if it helps...to take comfort in the idea...that "chump bait tax break" fooled both centralization 

and privatization. So it's a matter of how bad they look before they go...(we are seeing the longer term 

1 to 70 years or so? All that the glitch leader hosts can see is what's in front of them, which is the 

kleptocratic "footstool" they are being revealed as...our glimpse of the long term Spiritual 

essence/reading has been proven often prophetic?...a paradigm shift is unfolding on Earth?) 

The Power of Love overtakes the glitch (we are predicting that future reality        and a possible 

example or glimpse of a “Love reality”, is the recent increase in “wellness language” like “Stay 

safe” “Stay well” etc, it should help to create a consciousness shift, unless Perdition leaders 

outlaw well wishing that is…they outlawed peaceful protest and freedom of speech, so go 

figure…glitch leaders seem so afraid that a Citizen will gently bend their knee to the ground in 

public protest, because it inspires collectivity, love, and unity…with collectivity, people tend to 

agree as an Assembly that they want Human rights and resource sharing…glitch doesn’t like love 

and sharing…anyway…much love) 

When we look at the historical correlations through time, we see that someone who cannot 

understand the obvious, is not supposed to right now. We have to remember that political fictions 

create oil and water, "dissent for dissent sake" doesn't mix (meaning that their "dissent" is without 

facts, reason or purpose, and thus empty...it does not mix with any kind and/or discerning mind) 

Zones will find peace through time. 1 


